Funeral Order of Service

(Optional) Prelude - the family chooses
Processional Hymn - the family chooses
First Reading - the family chooses - requires a reader
Responsorial Psalm - the family chooses - can be sung by the cantor
Second Reading - the family chooses - requires a reader
Gospel Acclamation
Gospel Reading - the family chooses, and the priest reads
Homily
Prayers of the Faithful (Intercessions) - the family writes (requires a reader)
Presentation of the Gifts - requires someone to bring them up to the priest
Offertory Hymn - the family chooses
Communion Hymn - the family chooses
Communion Meditation Hymn - the family chooses
(Optional) Reflections - no more than 5 minutes in length, written beforehand
Final Commendation
Recessional Hymn - the family chooses